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ABSTRACT
We present the results from NH3 mapping observations towards 34 regions identified by
the Red MSX Source (RMS) survey. We have used the Australia Telescope Compact Array to
map ammonia (1,1) and (2,2) inversion emission spectra at a resolution of 10′′ with velocity
channel resolution of 0.4 km s−1 towards the positions of embedded massive star formation.
Complementary data have been used from the ATLASGAL and GLIMPSE Legacy Surveys
in order to improve the understanding of the regions and to estimate physical parameters
for the environments. The fields have typical masses of ∼1000 M, radii of ∼0.15 pc and
distances of∼3.5 kpc. Luminosities range between∼103 to∼106 L and kinetic temperatures
between 10 and 40 K. We classify each field into one of two subsets in order to construct an
evolutionary system for massive star formation in these regions based on the morphology and
relative positions of the NH3 emission, RMS sources and ATLASGAL thermal dust emission.
Differences in morphology between NH3 emission and ATLASGAL clumps are shown to
correspond to evolutionary stages of ongoing massive star formation in these regions. The
study has been further refined by including the positions of known methanol and water masers
in the regions to gain insight into possible protostellar regions and triggered star formation.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Massive stars (> 8 M) play a vital role in the evolution of the
Galaxy due to their powerful outflows, strong stellar winds, large
amounts of UV radiation and chemical enrichment of material of
the interstellar medium (ISM). These feedback processes can have
a dramatic impact on the local environment by changing the chem-
istry and injecting huge amounts of energy into the ISM. They
are also responsible for driving strong shocks into the surrounding
molecular clouds, which can have a direct effect on future genera-
tions of stars through the compression and subsequent collapse of
molecular structures often referred to as triggering, e.g. (Urquhart
et al. 2007; Deharveng et al. 2010; Thompson et al. 2012), or by
disrupting clouds before the star formation has begun. Massive
stars therefore play an important role in regulating future gener-
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ations of stars and driving the evolution of their host galaxies (Ken-
nicutt 2005).
Even though massive stars have a profound influence on the
universe, our knowledge and understanding of how these celestial
objects form is still fairly poor for a number of reasons. Massive
stars form almost exclusively in compact OB clusters or large OB
associations, making it difficult to differentiate between the proper-
ties of a single star and the cluster itself. Their relative rarity com-
pared to lower-mass stars results in regions of high-mass star for-
mation being located at greater distances (generally farther than a
few kpc away), exacerbating source confusion. Furthermore, these
objects evolve rapidly (their Kelvin-Helmholtz timescale is much
shorter than their free-fall collapse timescale). They reach the main
sequence while still deeply embedded in their natal cloud, so the
earliest stages in their evolution take place behind many hundreds
of magnitudes of visual extinction and can only be studied at far-
infrared and submillimetre wavelengths.
Two of the earliest stages in the formation of OB stars are mas-
sive young stellar objects (MYSOs) (Lumsden et al. 2013) and the
compact HII regions (Wood & Churchwell 1989; Kurtz et al. 1994;
Urquhart et al. 2013b). During the MYSO stage the newly-formed
© 2018 The Authors
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protostar begins to heat up its envelope and becomes detectable at
mid-infrared wavelengths. This stage ends when the star joins the
main sequence and begins to ionize its natal molecular cloud, lead-
ing to the creation of an ultra compact (UC) HII region. Both of
these stages are physically distinct from the earlier hot molecular
core stage, which is generally not detectable at mid-infrared wave-
lengths (De Buizer et al. 2002).
The Red MSX Source (RMS) survey (Lumsden et al. 2013),
has identified ∼3000 MYSOs and HII regions candidates located
throughout the Galactic plane. These sources were initially identi-
fied from their mid-infrared colours using the MSX point source
catalog (Price et al. 2001) and 2MASS data (Cutri et al. 2003).
The nature of these candidates were later confirmed through an ex-
tensive multi-wavelength follow-up campaign (e.g., Urquhart et al.
2007a,b; Mottram et al. 2007; Urquhart et al. 2008; Urquhart et al.
2009; Urquhart et al. 2009, 2011; Cooper et al. 2013). This survey
has identified ∼1700 MYSOs and HII regions and is the largest
and most well-characterised catalogue of these stages of massive
star formation that has been compiled with determined distances
(Urquhart et al. 2012, 2014b) and luminosities (Mottram et al.
2011a,b; Urquhart et al. 2014b) and is an order of magnitude larger
than any previous study. The RMS catalogue sample is therefore an
ideal starting point for more detailed studies of these massive star
forming regions.
This is the second RMS paper that used ammonia mapping ob-
servations to investigate the structure and properties of high-mass
star forming clumps. The first paper (Urquhart et al. 2015; hereafter
Paper I) followed up 66 high-mass star forming clumps with the
Green Bank Telescope (GBT) with an angular resolution of ∼ 30′′.
In this paper we present ammonia observations towards another 34
massive star forming regions located in the fourth quadrant. This
subsample of MYSOs and HII regions drawn from the RMS survey
has been mapped using the lowest inversion emission spectra of
interstellar ammonia (i.e. NH3 (J,K) = (1,1) and (2,2)). Ammonia
does not deplete from the gas phase in the cold (T∼10-40 K; Ho
et al. 1983; Mangum et al. 1992) and high-density (n>104 cm−3)
conditions that are typical (20-30 K; Urquhart et al. 2011, Paper I)
of these natal clumps, making it an excellent probe of the physical
conditions at this stage of star formation.
Ammonia observations have been used by the H2O South-
ern Galactic Plane Survey (HOPS; Walsh et al. 2011; Purcell et al.
2012; Longmore et al. 2017) to map the distribution of dense star
forming gas; other studies have used it to investigate the physical
properties and kinematics of different kinds of star formation en-
vironments in the Galaxy, such as infrared dark clouds (e.g., Per-
ault et al. 1996; Pillai et al. 2006; Ragan et al. 2011; Chira et al.
2013) and high-mass star forming regions (e.g., Dunham et al.
2011, Urquhart et al. 2011, Paper I). The main reason for the wide-
spread use of ammonia transitions is that the hyperfine structure
of the emission can be used to derive multiple free parameters al-
lowing for an in-depth analyses of the kinematics, morphology and
thermodynamics of such regions.
The main aims of this study are to compare the physical prop-
erties of different stages of high-mass star formation and investigate
how feedback from outflows and UV-radiation can affect the local
environment as the embedded high-mass stars evolve. The structure
of the paper is as follows: Section 2 outlines our sample selection
along with archival data sets used to complement this study, in Sec-
tion 3 we describe the observational setup and reduction procedures
used to process the data. We outline the source extraction method
used to identify sources and the classification system which has
been applied in Section 4. We describe our spectral line analysis
and fitting procedure and how the various physical parameters are
derived in Section 5. In Section 6 we discuss the differences be-
tween the classification groups with respect to multiple parameters
from the spectral line analysis and results reported by other sur-
veys (Methanol Multibeam (MMB) survey (Caswell 2010), HOPS
and ATLASGAL (Schuller et al. 2009)) and also how the regions
are being affected by their local environments. The study is then
summarised and concluded in Section 7.
2 SAMPLE SELECTION AND ARCHIVAL DATA
The sample selection for this study was based on RMS objects to-
wards which both strong NH3 (1,1) and (2,2) inversion transition
emission has previously been detected. The observational data set
along with data reduction techniques is outline in the Section 3. The
majority of objects that were selected lie within the inner Galac-
tic plane and so are complemented by a wealth of additional data
provided by other surveys such as ATLASGAL, HOPS, GLIMPSE
and MMB. We have therefore taken complementary data from these
Galactic surveys in order to improve the understanding of the sur-
rounding environments for the regions that are presented herein.
2.0.1 GLIMPSE Images
We have used images from the GLIMPSE Legacy Survey (Ben-
jamin et al. 2003; Churchwell et al. 2009) in order to investigate
the surrounding environments at mid-infrared wavelengths. Three-
colour images have been created using data at IRAC 3.4, 4.5 and
8 µm wavelength bands from the Spitzer Space Telescope (Fazio
et al. 1998).
These images are capable of revealing the position of embed-
ded objects with respect to the ammonia emission, such as MYSOs
and compact HII regions under investigation here. The 8 µm band
is also sensitive to the emission from polycyclic aromatic hydro-
carbons (PAHs) that have been excited by UV radiation of em-
bedded or nearby HII regions, making it an excellent tracer of
the boundaries between molecular and ionized gas (Urquhart et al.
2007) (right panel of Figure 1). Additionally, Cyganowski et al.
(2008) have used the 4.5 µm band images in order to create a cat-
alog of extended green objects. These objects have an excess of
4.5 µm emission, which is thought to be result of shock-excited
H2 (v = 0−0) S(9, 10, 11) lines and/or CO (v = 1−0) bandhead
(Churchwell et al. 2009) associated with molecular outflows from
MYSOs, and therefore considered to be a good indicators for on-
going massive star formation.
These mid-infrared images can therefore provide a useful
overview of the position of the embedded MYSOs and HII regions,
the structure of their host clumps and their local environment.
GLIMPSE images are presented throughout the paper, and for
each region which lies within the GLIMPSE survey coverage, their
corresponding RGB image is given in the appendix. The wave-
lengths used for the three-colour images are 8, 4.5 and 3.4µm for
the red, green and blue channels respectively.
2.0.2 ATLASGAL Dust Emission
The APEX Large Area Survey of the Galaxy (ATLASGAL) sur-
vey (Schuller et al. 2009; Contreras et al. 2013; Csengeri et al.
2014) has surveyed 420 sq. degrees of the Galactic plane, between
−80◦ ≤ ` ≤ +60◦, and −2◦ ≤ b ≤ +1.5◦ at 870 µm (345 GHz).
ATLASGAL has traced dust emission across the Galactic plane
MNRAS 000, 1–22 (2018)
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Figure 1. The upper panels present example 8 µm images taken from the GLIMPSE Legacy survey, while the lower panels show the velocity maps for the
same regions. Magenta and cyan crosses mark the positions of any MYSOs or HII regions respectively. NH3 (1,1) integrated emission contours are overplotted
on both sets of images, the contours begin at 3σ and increase in steps of 0.5σ (Values for σ /r.m.s noise can be found in Table 2).
and the Compact Source Catalogue (CSC; Contreras et al. 2013;
Urquhart et al. 2014a) produced from these maps consists of
∼10,000 compact clumps. The ATLASGAL survey covers 33 out
of 34 of our observed fields (G261.6429−02.0922 lies outside of
the ATLASGAL region). We have used emission contours overlaid
onto the three-colour GLIMPSE images to compare the distribu-
tion of interstellar dust with the integrated ammonia emission and
the mid-infrared environment for each observed field. These data
are used to build a detailed picture of these star-forming environ-
ments and examine their physical properties, such as clump mass
and luminosity (see Urquhart et al. 2018 for details of how these
parameters are determined).
The clump masses and luminosities for 32 of the 33 fields cov-
ered by ATLASGAL range between ∼ 102.5-104 M and ∼ 103-
106 L, respectively. Although G286.2086+00.1694 is located in
the ATLASGAL region it was not included in the study by Urquhart
et al. (2018) and so the luminosity and clump masses were not
available. These extracted data complement the sample by provid-
ing masses and luminosities of the entire regions as opposed to the
small, denser substructures mapped by the NH3 emission.
The GLIMPSE images show a range of environments as
shown in Fig. 1. The upper left panel presents a region with an off-
set HII region, which appears to be affecting the nearby dense gas,
while the rest of the field appears to be quiescent. This source high-
lights the distribution of 8 µm emission produced by polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) excited in the interaction layers be-
tween ionization fronts and molecular gas. The upper right panel
shows a much more evolved region with a number of evolved back-
ground stars, which some diffuse extended emission.
2.0.3 Methanol MultiBeam Survey
The Methanol MultiBeam (MMB) Survey (Green et al. 2009) is
an unbiased survey of the Galactic plane for 6668 MHz methanol
masers. The coverage for the survey is 186◦ ≤ `≤ 60◦ with the ma-
jority of detections found between |b| ≤ 1◦. This species of astro-
nomical maser is one of the most frequently detected, and is consid-
ered to be exclusively associated with the early stages of high-mass
star formation (e.g. Minier et al. 2003). Comparison between the
MMB catalogue and the ATLASGAL CSC (Urquhart et al. 2013a)
and a set of dedicated dust continuum observations (Urquhart et al.
2015) found that 99 per cent of methanol masers are associated with
dense star-forming clumps. There is an MMB source present in 20
of the 34 fields observed (∼59 per cent).
MNRAS 000, 1–22 (2018)
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Table 1. Extracted field parameters from the ATLASGAL survey.
Field Field Log[Lbol ] Log[M f ield ] Log[N(H2)]
id name (L) (M) (cm−2)
1 G261.6429-02.0922 . . . . . . . . .
2 G286.2086+00.1694 . . . . . . . . .
3 G305.2017+00.2072 5.139 3.527 23.362
4 G309.4230-00.6208 3.327 3.075 22.810
5 G312.5963+00.0479 4.827 3.175 22.836
6 G314.3197+00.1125 4.077 3.176 22.748
7 G318.9480-00.1969 3.871 2.523 23.092
8 G322.1729+00.6442 5.466 3.736 23.416
9 G323.4584-00.0787 5.074 3.106 22.873
10 G326.4755+00.6947 3.733 2.926 23.513
11 G326.7249+00.6159 4.545 2.686 23.079
12 G327.3941+00.1970 3.938 3.246 22.928
13 G327.4014+00.4454 4.761 3.587 23.321
14 G328.2523-00.5320 4.665 3.597 23.310
15 G328.3067+00.4308 5.828 3.705 23.076
16 G328.8074+00.6324 5.128 3.225 23.511
17 G330.9288-00.4070 3.371 2.816 22.894
18 G332.2944-00.0962 4.303 3.150 23.133
19 G332.9868-00.4871 . . . . . . . . .
20 G333.0058+00.7707 4.460 3.653 23.331
21 G333.0682-00.4461 . . . . . . . . .
22 G333.1075-00.5020 4.601 3.251 22.557
23 G336.3684-00.0033 4.794 3.736 23.072
24 G338.9196+00.5495 4.963 3.975 23.571
25 G338.9377-00.4890 3.475 2.863 22.668
26 G339.5836-00.1265 3.441 2.829 23.016
27 G339.9267-00.0837 3.605 3.064 22.900
28 G340.7455-01.0021 3.770 2.848 22.822
29 G341.2182-00.2136 4.030 2.775 22.933
30 G342.7057+00.1260 4.440 3.369 23.112
31 G343.5024-00.0145 4.466 3.050 23.016
32 G343.9033-00.6713 3.132 2.707 22.556
33 G344.4257+00.0451 5.389 3.619 22.857
34 G345.5043+00.3480 . . . . . . . . .
2.0.4 HOPS
The H2O Southern Galactic Plane Survey (HOPS; Walsh et al.
2011) has mapped 100 square degrees of the southern Galactic
plane, between 290◦ ≤ `≤ 30◦ and |b| ≤ 0.5◦, at 19.5 to 27.5 GHz.
They have detected over 540 groups of H2O masers in this region,
which have been followed up at high resolution with the ATCA to
get accurate positions (< 1′′; Walsh et al. 2014).
H2O masers are excellent tracers of shocked gas often associ-
ated with molecular outflows from protostellar objects. They are
known to occur in all regions of star formation (Claussen et al.
1996; Forster & Caswell 1999), within both high-mass and low-
mass environments. While the majority of the currently known
H2O masers are associated with star-forming regions, they can also
be found in other environments, including evolved stars (Dickinson
1976) and planetary nebulae (Miranda et al. 2001). H2O masers
are present in 11 of our fields: this constitutes 52 per cent of the 21
fields that are covered by HOPS.
2.1 Extracted properties
Distances have been determined for all of the fields either by
Urquhart et al. (2014b) or from the Reid et al. (2016) Bayesian
model (see discussion presented in Section 4.2.1).
Due to the large uncertainties in the derived column densities,
we have used the dust clump masses derived from the ATLASGAL
survey (Urquhart et al. 2018) in our analysis. These values are nat-
urally higher than expected for the NH3 emission itself as the ther-
mal dust emission encompasses a larger area. It is assumed, when
using these values, that the densities of the regions are sufficiently
high that the gas and dust are well-coupled and in local thermody-
namic equilibrium.
Values for both the mass and luminosity for each region
have been taken from the ATLASGAL compact-source catalogue
(Urquhart et al. 2018), and are used to give a global overview of
the regions. While the NH3 emission can be used to derive param-
eters for individual clumps, the dust emission values are represen-
tative of the entire regions and surrounding environmental mate-
rial. Bolometric luminosities for the sample range from ∼1300 to
∼670,000 L and masses range from ∼330 to ∼9500 M.
There is no associated value for either mass or luminosity for
five of our fields from the ATLASGAL survey, as these regions
either lay outside the survey’s coverage or due to a non-detection
in the compact source catalogue.
2.1.1 Uncertainties in extracted parameters
The distances that have been assigned to each field are kinematic
and so have an associated uncertainty of±1 kpc. This uncertainty is
mainly caused by peculiar motions of the clouds through the spiral
arms of the Galaxy, which causes them to deviate from the rotation
models. These are commonly referred to as “streaming motions”
and can lead to perturbation from the expected radial velocities of
±7 km s−1 (Reid et al. 2009).
The ATLASGAL dust masses are estimated to be correct to
within a factor of 2-3: this is mainly due to the fact that many of
the parameters involved in the calculation are poorly constrained,
such as the dust-to-gas ratio and the dust absorption coefficient
(Urquhart et al. 2013a). Two other parameters additionally af-
fect the mass uncertainty: the kinetic or dust temperatures as de-
rived from the spectral line analysis, with an approximate error of
±1.5 K, and the uncertainty in the distance measurements as men-
tioned in the previous paragraph.
The main source of uncertainty for the luminosity values
arises from the distance uncertainties and bolometric flux calcu-
lations which results from the fitting of the spectral energy distri-
butions for each region: these are estimated to be no more than a
factor of two.
While the uncertainties may be large for the absolute values
for these parameters, the whole sample are uniformly affected and
so the properties should provide statistically robust results.
3 OBSERVATIONAL DATA
3.1 ATCA observations and data reduction
Observations were made of the NH3 (1,1) and (2,2) inversion tran-
sitions towards 34 RMS identified MYSOs and HII regions (see
Table 2 for details of observed fields). These observations were
made between 15-22 February 2011 (Project Id: C2369; Urquhart
et al. 2010). These observations were conducted using the Australia
Telescope National Facilities’ (ATNF) Australia Telescope Com-
pact Array (ATCA)1. The ATCA comprises of six 22 m diameter
1 The Australia Telescope Compact Array is part of the Australia Telescope
National Facility, which is funded by the Commonwealth of Australia for
operation as a National Facility managed by CSIRO.
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Table 2. Observed field parameters. Distances appended with ? identify values obtained using a Bayesian distance estimator describe
in Reid et al. (2016).
Field Field RA Dec Number vlsr Distance r.m.s noise Beammaj Beammin
id name (J2000) (J2000) of clumps (km s−1) (kpc) (Jy beam−1) (′′) (′′)
1 G261.6429-02.0922 08h32m07.46s -43d13m48.70s 1 14.5 2.0 0.25 9.36 5.57
2 G286.2086+00.1694 10h38m32.70s -58d19m14.30s 2 -21.1 3.0 0.30 10.28 4.94
3 G305.2017+00.2072 13h11m10.45s -62d34m38.60s 1 -42.4 3.8 0.45 6.74 5.97
4 G309.4230-00.6208 13h48m38.86s -62d46m09.50s 1 -42.4 3.5 0.38 7.66 5.40
5 G312.5963+00.0479 14h13m14.12s -61d16m48.90s 1 -63.7 6.0 0.32 8.70 5.07
6 G314.3197+00.1125 14h26m26.28s -60d38m31.50s 2 -47.5 4.2 0.33 7.61 5.47
7 G318.9480-00.1969 15h00m55.10s -58d59m06.00s 1 -34.4 2.1 0.41 6.88 5.83
8 G322.1729+00.6442 15h18m38.29s -56d37m30.90s 1 -57.7 3.3 0.49 7.90 5.34
9 G323.4584-00.0787 15h29m19.36s -56d31m21.70s 1 -66.8 4.0 0.29 7.72 6.19
10 G326.4755+00.6947 15h43m18.94s -54d07m35.40s 1 -41.2 1.8 0.58 8.78 5.77
11 G326.7249+00.6159 15h44m59.39s -54d02m19.60s 2 -41.7 1.8 0.33 8.95 5.74
12 G327.3941+00.1970 15h50m20.07s -53d57m07.10s 1 -89.3 5.2 0.39 9.08 5.62
13 G327.4014+00.4454 15h49m19.36s -53d45m14.40s 1 -78.4 5.0 0.52 8.80 5.66
14 G328.2523-00.5320 15h57m59.82s -53d58m00.40s 3 -45.1 2.7 0.44 8.08 6.01
15 G328.3067+00.4308 15h54m06.34s -53d11m39.20s 1 -93.2 5.8 0.33 8.44 5.93
16 G328.8074+00.6324 15h55m48.36s -52d43m06.80s 2 -41.7 2.7 0.52 9.30 5.55
17 G330.9288-00.4070 16h10m45.07s -52d05m50.20s 1 -41.2 2.6 0.30 9.22 5.40
18 G332.2944-00.0962 16h15m45.86s -50d56m02.40s 1 -48.9 3.1 0.33 9.52 5.47
19 G332.9868-00.4871 16h20m37.81s -50d43m49.60s 1 -52.8 3.6 0.42 9.66 5.44
20 G333.0058+00.7707 16h15m13.79s -49d48m52.00s 1 -49.2 3.0 0.62 9.71 5.62
21 G333.0682-00.4461 16h20m48.95s -50d38m40.30s 1 -53.3 3.6 0.59 9.37 5.50
22 G333.1075-00.5020 16h21m14.22s -50d39m12.60s 2 -56.5 3.6 0.38 10.10 5.27
23 G336.3684-00.0033 16h32m56.46s -47d57m52.30s 1 -126.7 6.7 0.54 10.48 5.74
24 G338.9196+00.5495 16h40m34.04s -45d42m07.90s 1 -62.8 4.2 1.21 9.91 5.67
25 G338.9377-00.4890 16h45m08.80s -46d22m17.00s 2 -36.6 2.9 0.36 10.08 5.64
26 G339.5836-00.1265 16h45m58.48s -45d38m41.40s 1 -34.3 2.6 0.37 9.75 5.28
27 G339.9267-00.0837 16h47m03.94s -45d21m20.50s 1 -52.8 3.6 0.34 9.90 5.56
28 G340.7455-01.0021 16h54m04.05s -45d18m50.00s 1 -29.1 2.4 0.36 10.08 5.71
29 G341.2182-00.2136 16h52m17.93s -44d26m53.00s 1 -42.9 3.3 0.50 9.84 5.45
30 G342.7057+00.1260 16h56m02.91s -43d04m43.90s 1 -41.0 3.4 0.46 10.05 5.50
31 G343.5024-00.0145 16h59m20.90s -42d32m38.40s 2 -27.9 2.6 0.45 10.20 5.57
32 G343.9033-00.6713 17h03m30.11s -42d37m48.60s 1 -29.4 2.2 0.36 10.69 6.04
33 G344.4257+00.0451 17h02m09.35s -41d46m44.30s 2 -66.6 4.9 0.45 10.61 5.35
34 G345.5043+00.3480 17h04m22.87s -40d44m23.50s 1 -17.7 2.4 0.66 13.27 4.81
antennas, with five lying on a 3 km long east-west track with the
sixth antenna being in a fixed position 3 km west of the track.
The array was set up in an east-west 352 configuration, util-
ising five of the antennae in a compact configuration with short-
est and longest baselines of 31 and 352 metres respectively. The
sixth antenna was not used for this study due to the large gap in
uv-coverage. The observations were made with the Australia Tele-
scope Compact Array Broad-band Backend (CABB; see Wilson
et al. 2011 for details).
This provides a primary beam size of ∼2′ (FWHM field
of view) and a synthesised beam of 5-10′′ (FWHM resolution
of the observations). We used a 64 MHz spectral window cover-
ing 23.6945 - 23.7226 GHz so as to include the NH3 (1,1) and
(2,2) transition in the same bandpass. Each source was observed
for approximately 60 minutes, providing a velocity resolution of
0.4 km s−1 channel−1 and a sensitivity of 2.3 K channel−1 beam−1.
We observed 1934−638 and 1253−055 once per day for ab-
solute flux and bandpass calibration. The target sources were sepa-
rated into groups of∼8 closely located sources to allow the sharing
of phase calibrators and minimise observing overheads. An appro-
priate phase calibrator was selected for each group and the obser-
vations of the target sources were sandwiched in between observa-
tions of the phase calibrator. These observation blocks arranged to
be less than an hour to allow the phase calibrators to be observed at
regular intervals (typically 2-3 minutes every hour) throughout the
observing session. These allow us to correct for fluctuations in the
phase and amplitude of the data caused by atmospheric and instru-
mental effects throughout the observations.
The calibration and reduction of these data were performed
using the MIRIAD reduction package (Sault et al. 1995) following
standard ATCA procedures. We initially imaged a region twice the
size of the primary beam, choosing a pixel size to provide∼10 pix-
els across the synthesised beam (1′′ pixels). We imaged a velocity
range of 120 km s−1 centered on the systemic velocity of the RMS
source using the native velocity resolution of the spectrometer. This
resulted in spectral line cubes of 256′′×256′′×300 km s−1 for each
transition.
These cubes were deconvolved using a robust weighting of 0.5
using a couple of hundred cleaning components per velocity chan-
nel, or until the first negative component was encountered. Weight-
ing values less than -2 correspond to minimising sidelobe levels
only (uniform weighting), whereas values greater than +2 minimise
noise levels (natural weighting). A value of 0.5 gives nearly the
same sensitivity as natural weighting, but with a significantly bet-
ter beam. These cubes were inspected to identify bright ammonia
peaks in the field, and when detected in a map, these were inte-
grated along the velocity axis in order to produce a high signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) map of the ammonia emission. These maps
allow the peak position of the emission (taken to be the centre of
the clump) and morphology of the dense gas traced by the ammonia
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emission to be discerned and spatially compared with the position
of their embedded MYSOs and/or HII regions.
The largest well-imaged structure possible at this frequency
from these snapshot observations is limited to approximately 1′ due
to the limited uv-coverage and integration time. However, many
of our maps displayed evidence of large-scale emission, which,
when undersampled, can distort the processed images and lead to
prominent imaging artifacts and confusion in the processed maps.
This can reduce the SNR in the maps and over-resolve large-scale
extended emission, breaking it up into irregular and/or multiple-
component structures.
4 METHODS AND SOURCE IDENTIFICATION
4.1 Source extraction
For each source we have created NH3 (1,1) and (2,2) emis-
sion intensity maps by integrating the velocity channels between
±25 km s−1 of the peak above a 3σ threshold. These maps reveal
the presence of high SNR clumps.
The FellWalker algorithm (Berry 2015; Moore et al. 2015)
has been applied to the NH3 (1,1) integrated emission maps due to
their higher SNR since these are more likely to trace the full ex-
tent of individual NH3 clumps and their associated emission peaks.
We have chosen to use the FellWalker algorithm as it has been
widely used in recent studies (Paper I, Eden et al. 2017), and is ro-
bust against a wide choice of input parameters. It was required that
all clumps be above a detection threshold of 3σ , where in this case
σ refers to the image r.m.s. level as determined from emission-free
regions of the maps. We also required that clumps be larger than the
beam size (∼10 pixels) in order to avoid spurious detections. De-
tections towards the edges of the fields were also excluded due to
lower SNRs, and because source parameters are likely to be poorly
constrained; this did not prove to be a significant constraint, how-
ever, as emission is generally concentrated towards the centre of the
fields. There appear to be ten fields which contain imaging artifacts
that resulted from the poor sensitivity of the interferometric snap-
shot to large-scale extended emission (as mentioned in Section 3.1).
This has been mitigated through the two thresholds required for a
detected clump described above. An example integrated emission
map is shown in Figure 8.
In total, FellWalker has identified 44 clumps in the 34 fields
observed. The number of clumps detected in each field is given in
Column 5 of Table 2. The clump parameters determined by Fell-
Walker are given in Table 3. The clump names are derived from
the coordinates of the centre of the clump which can be found in
Columns 3 and 4 of this table. A total of 9 fields contain more than a
single clump, with the maximum number of three clumps per field.
Clumps lying within the same field have coherent velocities (δv <
5 km s−1), consistent with the hypothesis that they are all associated
with the same giant molecular cloud (GMC), and many appear to
be a part of the same mid-infrared structure within individual fields.
In Figure 1 we present a few examples of the NH3 (1,1) inversion
emission contours overlaid on 8 micron IRAC images of the same
region along with the associated velocity maps.
The FellWalker algorithm also fits the semi-major and semi-
minor axes of each clump, the ratio of which is used to find the
corresponding aspect ratio: these are given in Columns 5-7 of Ta-
ble 3. Almost every clump is extended with respect to the beam and
are typically elongated: the mean and standard deviation values of
the aspect ratio are 1.66 and 0.58 respectively. The upper panel of
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Figure 2. Histogram presenting the aspect ratios for all detected clumps
(i.e. σmaj / σmin).
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Figure 3. Histogram presenting the distribution of the angular offsets
between associated RMS sources and peak clump positions, embedded
sources are shown with hatched markings.
Figure 2 shows a histogram of the aspect ratios for the entire sam-
ple. One clump has an aspect ratio of 4.68 (G344.4279+0.0514).
This particular source seems to be filamentary in nature as shown
in Figure 4. Due to the low aspect ratios, any projection elements
are unlikely to impact on the morphologies of the NH3 clumps.
The angular radius for each clump has been estimated from
the geometric mean of the deconvolved major and minor axis of
the NH3 emission, multiplied by a factor η that relates the r.m.s.
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Table 3. FellWalker source catalogue for detected clumps. All parameters that have been derived in the table have been obtained
using the NH3 emission maps. Columns: (1) Field identification number; (2) Clump name derived from Galactic coordinates of
the peak emission of the source; (3)-(4) Right ascension and declination of source in J2000 coordinates; (5)-(6) Semi-major and
semi-minor axis of clumps; (7) Aspect ratio (σma j / σmin); (8) Radius for each clump; (9)-(10) Sum and peak emission values;
(11) Signal to noise ratio.
Field Clump name RA Dec σma j σmin Aspect Radius Sum Peak SNR
id (J2000) (J2000) (′′) (′′) Ratio (pc) (K km s−1) (K km s−1)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)
1 G261.6454−2.0884 08h32m09.00s −43d13m47.57s 5.43 3.75 1.45 0.07 409.24 1.90 7.21
2 G286.2124+0.1697 10h38m34.18s −58d19m17.65s 4.13 2.62 1.57 . . . 370.88 2.96 9.06
2 G286.2052+0.1706 10h38m31.49s −58d19m01.99s 3.27 1.86 1.76 . . . 137.05 2.16 6.24
3 G305.2084+0.2061 13h11m13.80s −62d34m41.23s 4.65 3.87 1.20 0.14 1423.72 10.29 22.03
4 G309.4208−0.6204 13h48m37.80s −62d46m09.98s 7.45 6.57 1.13 0.26 950.19 2.58 6.63
5 G312.5987+0.0449 14h13m15.38s −61d16m54.37s 3.64 2.25 1.62 . . . 231.04 2.33 6.53
6 G314.3214+0.1146 14h26m26.47s −60d38m20.51s 4.31 3.37 1.28 0.12 262.18 2.11 6.18
6 G314.3197+0.1092 14h26m26.64s −60d38m40.85s 2.33 1.45 1.61 0.09 53.54 1.64 4.08
7 G318.9477−0.1959 15h00m55.30s −58d58m52.14s 5.94 4.99 1.19 0.12 1298.33 5.00 11.97
8 G322.1584+0.6361 15h18m34.63s −56d38m24.79s 6.50 3.79 1.72 0.15 1096.10 5.67 11.18
Notes: Only a small portion of the data is provided here, the full table is only available in electronic format.
size of the emission distribution of the source to its angular radius
(Eqn. 6 of Rosolowsky et al. 2010):
θR = η
[(
σ2maj−σ2bm
)(
σ2min−σ2bm
)] 1
4 (1)
where σbm is the r.m.s. size of the beam (i.e., σbm = θFWHM√8ln2 ). The
value of η is taken to be 2.4 following Rosolowsky et al. (2010).
An angular size has been obtained for 31 out of the 44 clumps
(70%): the remaining ten clumps have one axis smaller than the
beam size and so a size cannot be accurately determined. This is
an artifact of the detection threshold of the FellWalker algorithm;
only NH3 emission above this threshold is used for this analysis,
although the NH3 emission may be extended at levels below this
threshold. This can result in the measured source sizes underesti-
mating the size of the clumps and can result in sizes that are smaller
than the beam (Rosolowsky et al. 2010). The obtained angular ra-
dius values range from 2.8′′ to 19.4′′ with a mean of 9.5′′.
With the exception of one field not included in the ATLAS-
GAL survey coverage (G261.6429−02.0922), all detected clumps
in every field are enveloped by the thermal dust emission of the
region, meaning that 43 of the 44 of the NH3 clumps are asso-
ciated with 32 dust sources. For the 32 ATLASGAL sources, 24
(75%) are associated with a single NH3 clump, 6 (19%) with two
NH3 clumps, and 2 (6%) with three NH3 clumps. The association
of multiple ammonia clumps with a single dust clump, and the fact
that ammonia is tracing high volume densities allows us to investi-
gate the substructure of these regions.
4.2 RMS and Maser associations
Each detected clump has been matched with a source from the RMS
survey. RMS sources that lie towards the centre of the NH3 (1,1)
emission are classified as ‘embedded’, while sources located fur-
ther are classified as ‘associated’. Every clump has at least one
associated source due to the targeted nature of the observations.
There are a total 48 RMS sources in the sample, and we find that
there are only 20 RMS sources (49%) classified as either MYSO
(15 sources) or HII region (5 sources) embedded with the clumps
identified in our 34 fields.
There are therefore 14 MYSOs and 14 HII regions which are
not embedded. The offsets between the RMS sources and each
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Figure 4. Example RGB GLIMPSE image of region (G344.4257+00.0451),
overlaid with NH3 and ATLASGAL contours in yellow and red respec-
tively, the contours levels are equivalent to those in Figure 1. This field
contains two clumps, one of which (G344.4279+0.0514) presents the most
elongated structure in the sample, with a filamentary morphology.
clump’s peak position can be found in Table 4, and a histogram
plot of angular offsets is shown in the lower panel of Figure 3. The
angular offsets between the position of the targeted RMS sources
and the centre of the NH3 emission for each clump ranges between
0.04′′ and 79.5′′ with a mean offset of 18.19′′. The maximum off-
set between the source and the NH3 emission for deeply-embedded
RMS sources is 21′′. These values are similar to those reported in
previous studies (e.g. Paper I).
4.2.1 Distances and clump radii
Distances to the RMS sources in each field have been taken from
Urquhart et al. (2014b), with only two fields (G261.6429−02.0922
and G286.2086+00.1694) having no reliable distance value. We use
the Reid et al. (2016) model to estimate the distances for these two
sources. This method uses a Bayesian approach to assign sources
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Table 4. Table of RMS associations with corresponding angular offset val-
ues for all detected clumps. All RMS names appended with * relate to RMS
objects deeply embedded within the NH3 clump shown.
Field Clump RMS RMS Angular
id name name Type Offset (′′)
1 G261.6454−2.0884 G261.6429−02.0922 HII region 25
2 G286.2124+0.1697 G286.2086+00.1694 YSO 22
2 G286.2052+0.1706 G286.2086+00.1694 YSO 22
3 G305.2084+0.2061 G305.2017+00.2072A YSO 49
4 G309.4208−0.6204 G309.4230−00.6208 YSO 7
5 G312.5987+0.0449 G312.5963+00.0479 HII region 21
6 G314.3214+0.1146 G314.3197+00.1125 YSO 11
6 G314.3197+0.1092 G314.3197+00.1125 YSO 14
7 G318.9477−0.1959 G318.9480−00.1969A* YSO 0
8 G322.1584+0.6361 G322.1729+00.6442 YSO 79
9 G323.4537−0.0830 G323.4584−00.0787 HII region 27
10 G326.4753+0.7030 G326.4755+00.6947 YSO 43
11 G326.7270+0.6228 G326.7249+00.6159B YSO 26
11 G326.7216+0.6166 G326.7249+00.6159A HII region 18
12 G327.3933+0.1987 G327.3941+00.1970* YSO 20
13 G327.4030+0.4447 G327.4014+00.4454* HII region 3
14 G328.2544−0.5318 G328.2523−00.5320A* YSO 0
14 G328.2610−0.5278 G328.2523−00.5320A YSO 29
14 G328.2607−0.5206 G328.2523−00.5320B YSO 46
15 G328.3021+0.4377 G328.3067+00.4308 HII region 48
16 G328.8057+0.6347 G328.8074+00.6324 HII region 18
17 G328.8109+0.6336 G328.8074+00.6324 HII region 17
18 G330.9259−0.4066 G330.9288−00.4070* HII region 10
19 G332.2962−0.0927 G332.2944−00.0962 HII region 11
20 G332.9836−0.4885 G332.9868−00.4871* YSO 9
21 G333.0179+0.7654 G333.0162+00.7615 HII region 12
22 G333.0674−0.4464 G333.0682−00.4461* YSO 3
23 G333.1038−0.5026 G333.1075−00.5020 YSO 19
23 G333.1120−0.4996 G333.1075−00.5020 YSO 10
24 G336.3696−0.0045 G336.3684−00.0033A HII region 9
25 G338.9231+0.5523 G338.9196+00.5495* YSO 17
25 G338.9306−0.4948 G338.9377−00.4890B* YSO 32
25 G338.9368−0.4889 G338.9377−00.4890B* YSO 5
26 G339.5845−0.1267 G339.5836−00.1265* YSO 15
27 G339.9257−0.0825 G339.9267−00.0837* YSO 10
28 G340.7460−1.0005 G340.7455−01.0021* YSO 14
29 G341.2166−0.2113 G341.2182−00.2136* YSO 1
30 G342.7069+0.1250 G342.7057+00.1260B* YSO 2
31 G343.5027−0.0133 G343.5024−00.0145* HII region 1
31 G343.5058−0.0172 G343.5024−00.0145* HII region 21
32 G343.9043−0.6705 G343.9033−00.6713* YSO 2
33 G344.4279+0.0514 G344.4257+00.0451A HII region 20
33 G344.4165+0.0455 G344.4257+00.0451C YSO 12
34 G345.5044+0.3484 G345.5043+00.3480* YSO 0
to a particular spiral arm based on their (l,b,v) coordinates while
taking into account kinematic distances, displacement from the
Galactic plane, and proximity to individual parallax sources. We
find the distance to G261.6429−02.0922 to be 2.02±0.78 kpc and
3.0± 1.23 kpc for G286.2086+00.1694. This additional informa-
tion gives a complete list of distances for every observed field; these
are given in the last column of Table 1. Overall, the fields have a
minimum and maximum distance of 1.80 and 6.70 kpc respectively,
with a mean distance of 3.46±1.22 kpc. We find no difference be-
tween the distances towards MYSOs or HII regions. As mentioned
in the previous section we have calculated the angular radius for
31 out of the 44 (70%) detected clumps, and with the determined
distances, it is possible to calculated the physical clump size. We
find that the clumps have a mean radius of 0.15 pc with a range be-
tween 0.04 pc and 0.36 pc (see Table 3), which is on the size scale
of individual cores or small stellar systems.
4.2.2 Image Analysis and Classification
The GLIMPSE three-colour images provide a view into the infrared
properties of the environments, and can be used to detect multi-
ple phenomena as discussed in Section 2.0.1. We present three-
colour IRAC images of the observed regions in Figures 4, 5 and
6 (GLIMPSE images for all regions can be found in the appendix),
and have overplotted contours of the ammonia and dust emission
in order to examine the morphological correlation of molecular gas
and mid-infrared emission and the embedded star formation.
We have constructed a classification system based on the mor-
phologies of the NH3 emission and how it relates to the RMS
sources and thermal dust emission from an inspection of these com-
posite images. Fields which contain a single well-defined clump
that is well-correlated with the ATLASGAL emission and which
have an RMS source located centrally towards the NH3 emission
are classified as early star forming (ESF). Fields that show a more
unstructured and broken morphology, generally containing multi-
ple NH3 clumps and RMS sources that are not coincident with an
NH3 clump are classified as late star forming (LSF), as it is ex-
pected that the feedback from forming massive star has a significant
disruptive impact on its surroundings. All regions show signs of on-
going star formation processes, and Figures 5 and 6 show some ex-
amples of regions that are classified as ESF and LSF, respectively.
Three of the fields in this sample were classified as ‘quies-
cent’ as they shown no signs of current star formation. These qui-
escent clumps are well aligned with the dust emission in the area
but show no signs of having undergone any star formation (i.e., no
evidence of an embedded mid-infrared point source, which is usu-
ally taken as evidence of the presence of a proton ongoing stellar
object). While all observations were targeted towards RMS sources,
the offset between the NH3 emission and the nearest RMS object
for these three regions is sufficiently large to conclude that they are
not associated. An example of a quiescent clump is shown in the
left panel of Figure 1 (G326.7270+0.6228).
If a field contains both an embedded MYSO and an HII region
(or multiple of either), then the most centrally-located source is
taken as the primary association (10 fields, 6 of which are ESF and
4 are LSF). There are 15 fields in the sample that have been classi-
fied as ESF fields. Of these fifteen, 13 are associated with MYSOs
(as defined by the RMS survey), with the remaining two associated
with an HII region. Sixteen fields have been classified as LSF. Only
six of these fields contain an embedded MYSO, while the major-
ity of fields are associated with an HII region. An inspection of the
images indicates that the majority of early star forming regions are
associated with MYSOs (87%), while later regions are dominated
by HII regions (63%). MYSOs, therefore, appear to be still very
embedded, while the majority of the HII regions appear to be ac-
tively disrupting their natal clump and breaking out of their dust
cocoons (as shown in Figure 1). This is not obvious in the ATLAS-
GAL data (which is sensitive to the whole column of gas along the
line of sight, and also has lower spatial resolution than the NH3 ob-
servations) but can clearly be seen by the NH3 emission, which has
a critical density of n∼ 1.8×103 cm−3 and so only traces the high
volume-density substructure within the clumps.
Our visual examination of the dust- and ammonia-overlaid
three-colour IRAC maps has resulted in the identification of three
visually distinct stages (quiescent, ESF and LSF). We need to
demonstrate that this sequence is reliable, and one such approach
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Figure 5. Example maps of early star forming regions, presented in each panel is a three-colour GLIMPSE image overlaid with NH3 emission and ATLASGAL
dust emission contours in yellow and red respectively, the contours levels are equivalent to those in Figure 1. The wavelengths for the RGB channels are 8, 4.5
and 3.4 µm respectively. MYSOs and HII regions identified by the RMS survey are shown with magenta and cyan crosses respectively. Clump positions and
names are shown with blue arrows and white labels. GLIMPSE images for the remaining 12 ESF fields can be found in the appendix.
is to compare the physical properties of these different types of
regions and determine whether there are any physical trends that
support our visual classification.
We have used data from the Methanol MultiBeam (MMB) sur-
vey and the H2O Southern Galactic Plane Survey (HOPS) in order
to provide more information on the regions presented in this study.
Overall, we find that 52 H2O and 31 methanol masers are associ-
ated with our 34 fields. A breakdown of this sample is presented in
Table 5 for each classification and central RMS object.
GLIMPSE 8 µm images have been used to provide context
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Figure 6. Image details are the same as for Figure 5, but for a sample of late star forming regions. GLIMPSE images for the remaining 10 LSF regions can be
found in the appendix.
for the maser distribution with NH3 and ATLASGAL contours:
two example maps of these can be found in Fig. 7. The image
shown in the left panel shows a region which has been defined
as quiescent with an MYSO and HII region in close proximity to
the west; however, there are also coincident masers (8 H2O and 1
methanol) towards the centre of the gas and dust emission. There-
fore this region is unlikely to be quiescent and is probably in an
early protostellar stage of star formation, as the presence of maser
emission indicates that a central core is likely to have already de-
veloped. This is the case for all three regions which have been
identified as quiescent (G305.2017+00.2072, G322.1729+00.6442
& G326.4755+00.6947), all of which have at least one methanol
maser towards the centre of the field. These quiescent fields have
been reclassified as early star forming, leaving no quiescent regions
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Figure 7. GLIMPSE 8 µm images showing two regions from the sample (G305.2017+00.2072 and G345.5043+00.3480). The red contours outline the
ATLASGAL dust emission and the yellow contours outline the NH3 emission, while the green and blue filled circles represent the methanol and H2O
maser detections respectively, the contours levels are equivalent to those in Figure 1. Magenta markers represents the position of identified MYSOs, while
cyan markers show the positions of HII regions.
Table 5. Distribution of masers across the sample.
Classification Methanol H2O
Masers Masers
ESF 20 41
LSF 11 11
YSO 23 32
HII region 8 15
in the sample. We have, therefore, classified 18 fields as being ESF
and 16 fields as LSF. The right panel of Fig. 7 presents another re-
gion with a relatively high number of maser detections. This field is
classified as early star forming and is associated with a total of 12
masers (10 H2O and 2 methanol). All of these are found towards
the central RMS object. This source appears to be located on the
edge of an evolved HII region and so this may be an example of
triggered star formation (see further discussion in Sect. 5.4.4).
5 DETERMINATION OF PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
5.1 Ammonia line fitting
We have conducted a spectral line analysis for all 44 clumps which
have been identified by FellWalker.
This study makes use of the method presented in Rosolowsky
et al. (2008) for estimating physical parameters from ammonia
spectra, using a nonlinear least-squares minimisation code to de-
termine the optimal fit to the observed spectra. This technique si-
multaneously fits observed the NH3 inversion transitions (in our
case, the (1,1) & (2,2) transitions) using the physical parameters
(such as kinetic temperature and optical depth) as fitting parame-
ters. This avoids potential systematic errors that may be encoun-
tered when transitions are fitted independently, and automatically
determines uncertainties for the physical parameters of the sys-
tem. We use pyspeckit (Ginsburg & Mirocha 2011), a Python
implementation of this method to fit the eighteen individual (1,1)
and twenty-one (2,2) hyperfine transitions simultaneously, deter-
mining the free parameters which include the kinetic (Tkin) and
excitation (Tex) temperatures, FWHM line-width (∆v), radial ve-
locity (vLSR) and the NH3 column density. While the satellite lines
of the (2,2) emission are generally undetected in our observations,
a well-detected (2,2) main line sufficiently constrains the solution,
allowing good determination of the free parameters.
This model assumes that the kinetic temperature is less than
T0 = 41.5 K, which is the energy difference associated with these
lowest two inversion transitions, implying that only these first two
energy states are significantly populated. The reduced data cubes
are ∼4.3′ in diameter and gridded using 1′′ pixels with contours
levels starting at 3σ and increasing in levels of 0.5σ .
For each of the data cubes, a pixel-by-pixel line analysis has
been performed in order to extract spectra which can then be fit
using the aforementioned technique. The moment maps of the am-
monia spectra were used to provide initial guesses at the velocity
and line-width parameters, which were then refined by a pixel-by-
pixel fitting process. Only pixels above a 3σ threshold were fitted
to avoid contamination of the results due to the inclusion of pixels
with low SNRs. The observed maps have been spatially smoothed
to twice the size of the original beam (∼20′′) in order to improve
the SNR of individual spectra. The derived peak and median values
for the fitted parameters for all of the clumps are given in Table 6.
5.1.1 Thermal and non-thermal line-widths
The observed FWHM line-width (∆vobs, a free parameter deter-
mined by the fitting procedure) is a convolution of the intrinsic line-
width of the source (∆vint) and the velocity resolution of the ob-
servations. We remove the 0.4 km s−1 spectrometer channel width
by subtracting this value from the measured FWHM line-width in
quadrature:
∆vint =
√(
∆v2obs−0.42
)
(2)
The peak intrinsic linewidths have mean and median values of 3.85
± 0.3 and 3.28 km s−1 respectively. These values are similar to val-
ues found in previous studies (Sridharan et al. 2002; Wienen et al.
2012).
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Figure 8. The left panel presents an example region of an integrated NH3 (1,1) emission map. The central RMS source (MYSO) is marked with a magenta
cross. NH3 contours are shown in red, starting at a 3σ threshold and increasing in steps of 0.5σ , equivalent to those in Figure 1. The right panel presents
associated NH3 (1,1) and (2,2) spectra for this region, the average spectrum across the emission above the 3σ threshold is shown in blue, while the spectrum
from the peak integrated position is shown in red.
The line-widths of the ammonia spectra consist of thermal and
non-thermal components, where the thermal component can be es-
timated using:
∆vth =
√(
8ln2kBTkin
mNH3
)
(3)
where 8ln2 is the conversion between the velocity dispersion σv
and the FWHM line-width ∆v, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and
mNH3 is the mass of an ammonia molecule (17.03 AMU). The
measured line-widths themselves are significantly broader than this
estimation (for gas temperatures of 20 K, ∆vth is ∼0.22 km s−1),
meaning there is a large contribution from non-thermal compo-
nents such as supersonic turbulent motions, outflows, shocks and
magnetic fields (Elmegreen & Scalo 2004). The impact on the data
from these mechanisms can be derived by subtracting the thermal
component in quadrature:
∆vnt =
√(
∆v2int−
8ln2kBTkin
mNH3
)
(4)
The gas pressure ratio can be estimated from the ratio of the
thermal and non-thermal line-widths, which are equivalent to the
thermal and non-thermal pressures within the gas:
Rp =
(
∆v2th
∆v2nt
)
. (5)
These ratio values are quite low (the mean and median values
of the mean pressure for each clump is 0.012 and 0.01 respectively,
with a range of 0.002 to 0.03, see Table 7), indicating that the pres-
sure in the gas is dominated by non-thermal motion.
5.1.2 Beam Filling Factor
The previously-mentioned assumption of kinetic temperature limit
mentioned above (Tkin < T0 = 41.5 K) provides a significant restric-
tion on this study.
For Tkin < T0, the calculation of the rotation temperature
can be completed using the following equation (Walmsley & Un-
gerechts 1983; Swift et al. 2005):
Trot = Tkin
{
1+
Tkin
T0
ln
[
1+0.6 exp
(−15.7Tkin)]}−1 (6)
We have used the calculated values of rotational temperature
in order to determine the beam filling factor for the entire sample:
Bff =
Tex
Trot
(7)
The calculated excitation temperatures (2.77 to 7.10 K) and
beam filling factors are relatively low (0.09 to 0.21 with a mean
value of 0.15), which is similar to other studies (Urquhart et al.
2011, Paper I, Friesen et al. 2009). The less-than-unity values of the
filling factor suggest that although the emission is extended with re-
spect to the beam, clumps are likely to consist of a significant num-
ber of smaller dense substructures (cores), which when convolved
with the beam results in the appearance of an extended emission
region.
5.1.3 Column Densities
The NH3 column density is calculated as a free parameter using the
inversion transition hyperfine structure. This essentially uses the
derived rotation temperature, and so has already taken into account
the beam filling factor. The optical depth is calculated from the ra-
tio between the observed brightness of the main and inner satellite
lines, but low signal-to-noise ratios for the satellite lines produce
large uncertainty in this ratio, resulting in a very poorly constrained
optical depth for weakly-detected pixels. As the column density of
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Figure 9. Sample maps of the various parameters described in Sections 4 and 5.1 for region G330.9288-00.4070. In the upper left panel we present a three-
colour RGB image created from the GLIMPSE data, overplotted with the NH3 and ATLASGAL emission in yellow and red contours respectively. The contours
levels are equivalent to those in Figure 1. From the upper right clockwise to the bottom left, the maps presented are the velocity, velocity dispersion, and the
kinetic temperature. The blue arrows and black labels identify ammonia clumps identified using the FellWalker algorithm. Orange and cyan markers identify
the positions of any MYSOs or HII regions respectively. Beam sizes are shown as a hatched black ellipsoids in the lower right corner of each plot.
the NH3 gas is directly derived from the optical depth, the majority
of column density values are also unreliable. Pixels with this fea-
ture were located based on their high relative errors (>100%) from
the associated column density error maps produced by the fitting
routine and removed from the analysis.
The statistical values for each parameter is given in Table 6
and a summary of these for the whole sample is given in Table 7.
5.1.4 Uncertainties on the fitted parameters
The FellWalker algorithm provides no estimation of the uncer-
tainties for the position or size of the detected clumps (which is a
function of beam size and SNR); we calculate the mean error of
this to be ∼3.7′′ (beam size /√SNR).
The procedure used during the fitting process automatically
computes error maps for each individual free parameter which is
derived from the ammonia spectra, the uncertainties for which are
the derived uncertainties from the nonlinear least-squares fitting us-
ing the covariance matrix. These uncertainties include statistical
and systematic errors arising from the model and also error prop-
agation, a detailed explanation of the errors for this fitting routine
can be found in (Rosolowsky et al. 2008). Uncertainties for the
temperatures (Tkin, Tex, Trot) and velocity are relatively small, typ-
ically less than 0.5 K and 0.1 km s−1, respectively. The errors for
the beam filling factor are also relativity low as the values are cal-
culated from the ratio of the excitation and rotational temperatures.
As mentioned in Section 5.1.3, errors for the majority of optical
depth and column density calculations cause these values to be un-
reliable.
A number of fields within the sample show signs of multiple
components: visual inspection indicates that five fields have at least
two spectral components in either the NH3 (1,1) or (2,2) transitions,
as there is a clear difference between the average and peak spectra
as shown in Figure 10. The NH3 (1,1) average spectrum appears
coherent, whereas the peak spectrum shows an indication of multi-
ple components at different velocities, which are unresolved, as the
FWHM of each NH3 spectral line component is not separated. Mul-
tiple components tend to increase the measured line-widths, and it
is difficult to resolve both individual components without higher
spectral and angular resolution. Affected regions can be found la-
beled with a star (*) in Table 6.
The statistical values for the luminosity and mass of all dust
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Table 6. Detected NH3 clump parameters. The columns are as follows: (1) field ID given in Table 1; (2) Name of clump derived from Galactic coordinates
of peak emission of each clump; (3)-(4) radial velocity and intrinsic FWHM line width; (5-7) show different calculated temperatures for each clump; (8)
beam filling factor (Tex/Trot); (10) NH3 column density. (For each cell, initial values are peak values, with median values shown in parenthesis for the
pixel by pixel fitting routine.) Regions appended with * identified regions with contain dual spectra components.
Field Clump name vlsr ∆v Tex Trot Tkin Bff log(column density)
id (km s−1) (km s−1) (K) (K) (K) (cm−2)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
1 G261.6454−2.0884 14.55 2.97 (2.45) 3.15 (2.82) 23.89 (21.07) 28.86 (24.49) 0.15 (0.13) 16.41 (15.96)
2 G286.2124+0.1697 −21.15 2.84 (1.53) 2.86 (2.83) 17.28 (16.50) 19.15 (18.12) 0.17 (0.17) 15.94 (14.79)
2 G286.2052+0.1706 −18.09 2.91 (2.13) 2.94 (2.81) 23.98 (19.43) 29.00 (22.10) 0.17 (0.15) 14.70 (14.35)
3 G305.2084+0.2061 −41.94 8.69 (6.50) 2.93 (2.82) 27.81 (25.20) 35.60 (31.01) 0.14 (0.11) 17.60 (15.45)
4 G309.4208−0.6204 −42.51 1.66 (1.46) 2.84 (2.81) 17.88 (15.90) 19.96 (17.34) 0.22 (0.18) 18.87 (17.42)
5 G312.5987+0.0449 −63.55 3.08 (2.69) 2.85 (2.82) 24.09 (20.97) 29.18 (24.34) 0.15 (0.13) 15.27 (14.74)
6 G314.3214+0.1146 −47.44 1.74 (1.62) 2.81 (2.80) 18.85 (16.95) 21.29 (18.71) 0.20 (0.16) 18.78 (15.95)
6 G314.3197+0.1092 −48.26 2.11 (1.85) 2.77 (2.77) 17.15 (16.31) 18.98 (17.88) 0.19 (0.17) 17.42 (17.11)
7 G318.9477−0.1959 −34.54 3.98 (2.82) 2.88 (2.83) 22.26 (19.99) 26.29 (22.91) 0.17 (0.14) 18.57 (17.41)
8 G322.1584+0.6361 −57.91 4.47 (3.83) 2.87 (2.81) 29.43 (23.28) 38.65 (27.87) 0.14 (0.12) 19.02 (16.69)
Notes: Only a small portion of the data is provided here, the full table is only available in electronic format.
Table 7. Statistical properties for the whole sample.
Parameter Number Mean Standard Error Standard Deviation Median Min Max
Aspect Ratio 44 1.66 0.09 0.60 1.57 1.03 4.68
Angular Offset 44 18.19 2.41 15.97 15.32 0.04 79.5
Distance (kpc) (fields) 34 3.46 0.21 1.22 3.30 1.80 6.70
Radius (pc) (fields) 34 0.15 0.01 0.09 0.12 0.04 0.36
Tkin (Mean) (K) 44 22.31 0.74 4.90 21.47 14.43 36.67
FWHM line width (Mean) (km s−1) 44 2.69 0.17 1.15 2.47 1.28 6.09
Pressure Ratio (Mean) 44 0.01 0.001 0.01 0.01 0.002 0.02
Beam filling factor (Mean) 44 0.15 0.004 0.02 0.15 0.09 0.21
N(NH3) (Mean) 44 16.72 0.26 1.71 16.58 14.33 22.36
Log[Field mass] (M) 29 3.21 3.18 0.07 3.18 2.52 3.98
Log[Field luminosity] (L) 29 4.37 0.13 0.72 4.46 3.13 5.83
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Figure 10. Example NH3 spectra of field G345.5043+00.3480. The peak
and average spectra across the clump are shown in red and blue respectively.
The spectra have been smoothed with a 1D gaussian kernel (σ = 2).
clumps can be found in Table 7, while the values for individual
sources are given in Table 1. Fitted parameter maps for all of the
regions, along with the corresponding GLIMPSE images, can be
found in the appendix.
6 DISCUSSION OF PHYSICAL PARAMETERS
6.1 Overview of Derived Properties
We have derived multiple properties from the NH3 spectral line
analysis (kinetic temperatures, FWHM line-widths, beam fill-
ing factors and pressure ratios), which have been supplemented
with parameters from the ATLASGAL survey (luminosities and
masses). Values for the temperatures and beam filling factors,
which range between 10-40 K and 0.09-0.21, along with our mea-
sured FWHM line-widths, are similar to previous studies (Sridha-
ran et al. 2002; Wienen et al. 2012).
6.2 Evolutionary Sequence
As outlined in the introduction, the main purpose of this study is
to investigate the initial physical conditions of the environments of
high-mass stars in order to better understand where they form and
how their feedback in turn affects their environments. We examine
morphology of the molecular gas with respect to the different type
of embedded objects and investigate how they are affecting their
local environment. The accumulated ATLASGAL survey data has
aided in the understanding of these regions and the larger struc-
ture in the local environment and how it relates to the dense gas as
mapped by the NH3 emission.
It is possible to construct a rudimentary evolutionary track by
incorporating all of this information and the three types of classi-
fications for each field. An example of how this can be visualised
is shown in Figure 11. A region begins in the quiescent/protostellar
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Figure 11. Example GLIMPSE three-colour images of the morphological
structure and differences between the three evolutionary stages outlined in
this study. The upper panel presents a quiescent clump with no embedded
or nearby RMS source, the middle panel presents an ESF field, with an
embedded MYSOs, while the lower panel presents an LSF field, where a
HII region has developed and started to disrupt its environment. NH3 (1,1)
contours are shown in yellow starting at 3σ increasing in steps of 0.5σ ,
equivalent to those in Figure 1. RMS objects are marked with magenta and
cyan crosses for MYSOs and HII regions respectively.
state with no observable ongoing formation and no visible embed-
ded objects at the infrared wavelengths of the GLIMPSE survey
(3.6, 4.5 & 8µm). These initial regions are already associated with
methanol masers, and are therefore harbouring massive protostars
(upper panel of Figure 11). The morphology of these clumps is rela-
tively unbroken with only a single clump of emission. As accretion
processes drive the embedded objects into the MYSO stage, the en-
vironments increase in temperature and turbulence as the MYSOs
feed back into their local environment. These early-stage clumps
have high signal-to-noise and a well-defined structure with at least
one RMS object embedded towards the centre of the emission (mid-
dle panel of Figure 11). Once the MYSO has reached maturity
and it begins to produce an HII region, it will disrupt its environ-
ment, fragmenting any dense material which could be observed via
NH3 emission (lower panel of Figure 11).
This proposed sequence of events is similar in nature to pre-
vious studies (e.g. Zinnecker & Yorke 2007; Chambers et al. 2009;
Battersby et al. 2014), where similar evolutionary sequences are
presented using a number of different tracers. Chambers et al.
(2009) proposed an evolutionary sequence for infrared dark clumps
(IRDCs), this begins with a quiescent clump transitioning into an
active clump and finally into a more evolved "red" clump. These
classifications were based solely on IR emission, 24µm point
sources and enhanced 8µm emission. That evolutionary model
is similar in nature to what is presented in this study, although
the main focus for this work is on the distribution and offsets
of NH3 and 870µm emission, relative to the positions of RMS
sources. This work also gives a physical view to other large sample
studies, such as (Urquhart et al. 2014; Figure 21), which includes
ATLASGAL compact source catalogue data and shows two distinct
phases, accretion and dispersion, which can clearly be seen in our
observations. While this may not be a robust evolutionary sequence
model for massive star formation, our data does nicely highlight
differences between each evolutionary stage identified here.
6.3 Comparison of Physical Parameters
The statistical properties for the entire sample are given in Table 7,
and a complete set of maps for each individual field can be found
in the appendix.
Throughout this study we have classified each individual
source as either early-phase star-forming (ESF) or late-phase star-
forming (LSF), and have tried to identify differences between these
two classes. The principle basis for this classification system is the
difference in morphologies as shown in Figure 5 and 6. The use of
maser emission data has additionally allowed the reclassification of
regions which appear to be quiescent but are likely to be in a pro-
tostellar stage, and therefore are in an early stage of star formation.
Although the quiescent clumps are each associated with at least
one methanol maser, which are almost exclusively associated with
high-mass star formation (e.g. Breen et al. 2011) and are therefore
habouring a protostar, they are yet in an earlier evolutionary stage
than the ESF clumps.
We have conducted analysis of the various fitted and de-
rived parameters from the NH3 observations, GLIMPSE and AT-
LAGSAL emissions. ESF and LSF region cumulative distributions
were analysed for six of the parameters (luminosity, mass, column
density, clump volume and clump velocity dispersion) in an effort
to identify any significant differences and to compare the proper-
ties of the two evolutionary samples identified. We have employed
the use of a two-sample KS-test for each distribution. The KS-test
is used for calculating the probability that two samples are drawn
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Figure 12. Example maps showing field G318.9480-00.1969. Each panel presents, clockwise from the upper left, three-colour RGB GLIMPSE image overlaid
with NH3 (1,1) and ATLASGAL dust emission contours in yellow and red respectively, velocity, kinetic temperature and velocity dispersion. The contours
levels are equivalent to those in Figure 1. Magenta and cyan crosses mark MYSOs and HII regions respectively.
from the same population, and produces a p-value which can be
used to reject the null hypothesis. We use a 3σ confidence thresh-
old (α < 0.0013) to reject the null hypothesis that any two distri-
butions are drawn from the same parent population. All associated
p-values were found to be greater than this confidence value, and
so no statistical difference can be seen between the ESF and LSF
fields/clumps for any of these parameters.
Temperature and velocity dispersion gradients are common
across the sample, ranging from ∼10 to ∼40 K. The peak ki-
netic temperature measurements of star-forming clumps are in gen-
eral coincident with an embedded object and decrease towards the
edges for the ESF clumps. Many clumps located near LSF sources
that have recently broken out of their natal clumps exhibit gradi-
ents, with values that peak at the edge closest to the RMS source
and decrease with increasing distance from that source. Examples
of these two gradient cases seen towards the ESF and LSF clumps
are shown in Figures 12 and 13, respectively. These regions will be
discussed in the following section.
Feedback from the RMS sources is therefore having a signifi-
cant impact on the temperature and dynamics of their natal clumps
regardless of whether they are still deeply embedded (ESF) or have
already started to disrupt their local environment and are starting
to emerge from their dust cocoons (LSF). Both classifications have
similar median temperatures across the sample, so while the tem-
perature gradients may differ as described above, the absolute val-
ues are similar (15-35 K).
Region-wide parameter distributions (luminosity, masses and
column densities) between the two classifications were also investi-
gated for significant differences. It might be expected that the lumi-
nosity for LSF regions should be naturally higher as the embedded
objects are more luminous whereas ESF clumps are likely to show
higher masses and column densities since the natal environments
have not started to be dispersed. However, as previously noted,
we find no statistical difference between the mass and luminosi-
ties of the two classifications in KS-tests. The sizes of individual
clumps has also been compared, and we find that younger clumps
tend to be larger than the more evolved material in terms of pixel
area (arcsecond2). The mean luminosity-to-mass (L/M) ratio for
ESF sample is 1.33 with a standard error of 0.03, while the mean
LSF ratio is found to be 1.4, with a standard error of 0.05. The me-
dian values do also differ by a similar amount. The L/M ratios are
a good indicator of evolutionary stage (increasing L/M indicates
more evolved regions), therefore, from this analysis, it appears that
the entire sample covers a narrow evolutionary time scale. How-
ever, analysis of the morphological distribution of the dense gas
(as traced by the ammonia) do reveal significant differences be-
MNRAS 000, 1–22 (2018)
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Figure 13. Examples maps showing field G328.8074+00.6324. Each panel presented is the same as Figure 12.
tween the two evolutionary groups that are not observed in the dust
emission maps, which is due to the relatively low spatial resolution
of the ATLASGAL survey. The dust emission traces the total col-
umn density, rather than just the high-density regions, and so may
smooth out any clumpy substructure that is present in the sources.
Urquhart et al. (2014a) found the L/M ratio to be similar for
a large sample of MYSOs and HII regions identified by the RMS
survey and concluded that both evolutionary samples were towards
the end of the main accretion phase, which is consistent with the
finding here. It is also clear that although the HII regions are having
a significant impact on the internal structure of their natal clumps
and so properties derived from dust emission alone are not very
useful to investigate the evolution of these two stages.
6.4 Interesting Sources
In the following subsections we present three case studies of
interesting regions, along with the associated three-colour RGB
GLIMPSE image and parameter maps.
6.4.1 G318.9477−0.1959
Figure 12 shows a selection of parameter maps for a single star
forming region (G318.9480-00.1969). This particular region has
a NH3 (1,1) SNR of 11.97 and is associated with two sources
identified from the RMS survey, one of which is a MYSO
(G318.9480−00.1969A) that is clearly embedded towards the
peak of the ammonia emission. The second is an HII region
(G318.9480−00.1969B) located towards the southern edge of the
NH3 clump. A single clump (G318.9477−0.1959) has been iden-
tified in this region by the FellWalker algorithm with an aspect
ratio of 1.19, and so has a morphology that is fairly circular as seen
by the NH3 (1,1) emission contours. This clump is located towards
the centre of the ATLASGAL dust emission, as expected for an
embedded region in the early stages of star formation.
The GLIMPSE RGB image shows a central bright saturated
source corresponding to the position of the MYSO, as well as
revealing the presence of some diffuse MIR emission coincident
with the HII region. Given that the HII region is not associated
with any ammonia and is associated with diffuse MIR emission
it would appear that the HII region is quite evolved and has started
to disperse its surroundings. These two sources dominate the mid-
infrared emission in the map. The position of the central object is
correlated with an increase in kinetic temperature as expected for
an embedded MYSO (see lower right panel of Fig 12); however,
the HII region to the south does not appear to be correlated with
a locally elevated gas temperature. This also indicates that it has
already dispersed its natal material and is located either slightly
in the foreground or background with respect to the clump host-
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Figure 14. Absorption and emission spectra from field:
G328.8074+00.6324. The absorption spectrum has been offset by -
0.05 Jy. The black lines represent the peaks from the two spectra. The
spectra have been smoothed with a 1D gaussian kernel (σ = 2).
ing the MYSO. The line-width maximum is not coincident with
either object (see lower left panel of Fig 12), although the peak
values do seem to form a elongated structure running north-west
to south-east through the clump roughly centred on the position
of the MYSO (see lower left panel of Fig 12). This is somewhat
suggestive of the presence of a bipolar molecular outflow. Sim-
ilar types of this kind of structure were seen in Paper I in mul-
tiple fields (e.g., G010,47+00.03, G011.11-00.40, G013.33-00.03
and G014.61+00.02).
This source was studied as G318.9477−0.1959 by Navarete
et al. (2015) as part of an investigation of the accretion processes in
a sample of 353 MYSOs selected from the RMS survey. The study
revealed that extended H2 emission is a good tracer of outflow ac-
tivity, which is itself a signpost of ongoing accretion processes.
A comparison of this H2 emission in Figure A296 from
Navarete et al. (2015) to the NH3 maps presented in this study
shows that the outflow is directed towards the excavated cavity
indicated towards the north west in Figure 12; this is also in the
direction of the maximum FWHM line width. Closer inspection in-
dicates that there are in fact multiple outflows in this region, likely
to be driven by a central cluster. None of these outflows is directly
aligned with the FWHM maxima or the excavated cavity, however.
This field is also associated with one methanol and four wa-
ter masers, all of which are offset less than 0.05′′ from the cen-
tral RMS object (G318.9480−00.1969A). The presence of the
methanol maser confirms that this region is indeed undergoing
high-mass star formation, as these masers are thought to be excited
in dense material in an accretion disk by mid-IR pumping from the
central source (e.g. De Buizer et al. 2000).
6.4.2 G328.8074+00.6324
A second morphologically interesting example is region
G328.8074+00.6324, shown in Figure 13. This particular
field involves two NH3 -detected clumps which are connected via
weaker NH3 emission, forming a ‘horseshoe’ shape. These clumps
(G328.8057+0.6347 & G328.8109+0.6336) have NH3 (1,1) SNR
values of 7.98 and 5.94, respectively, and aspect ratios of 1.96 and
1.78, so both clumps are fairly elongated in shape. Only one RMS
source has been detected in this region (G328.8074+00.6324).
This object has been classified as an HII region by the RMS
survey, and lies at the centre of the complex but appears to be
removed from any NH3 emission above the detection threshold.
The ATLASGAL dust emission, as with the previous example, is
well-correlated with the spatial position of the gas emission and
completely encompasses it, with the position of the RMS source
approximately coincident with the dust emission. The GLIMPSE
image shows multiple evolved stars in the region and a large
central IR object corresponding to the HII region, which appears to
be somewhat compact with a more diffuse, less intense, envelope.
This region is defined as LSF, as the HII region at the centre of the
emission is disrupting its environment, and dispersing the dense
gas.
The kinetic temperature map shown in Figure 13 suggests cen-
tral heating by the RMS source. The kinetic temperature is highest
directly around the central HII region and within the central area of
the field, while the western edge of G328.8057+0.6347 is approxi-
mately 10 K cooler, suggesting the feedback from the RMS source
is not yet affecting this sector of gas.
The line-width maxima do not correspond well with the tem-
perature distribution: line-widths are dominated by non-thermal
motions concentrated on the east-west extremities. As with
G318.9480−00.1969, there appears to be a velocity gradient across
the complex, however, a more detailed look at the NH3 (1,1) data
cube shows that there is NH3 gas in front of the HII region which
is currently in absorption against the bright free-free continuum.
Therefore, the HII region is likely to be still enveloped in a shell of
dense gas.
Figure 14 presents two spectra from this region, the first is the
average emission spectrum for the NH3 emission above the 3σ
threshold, while the second presents the average absorption aver-
aged over the central nine pixels towards the embedded HII region.
The spectral peak velocities are offset by −2.4 km s−1, which indi-
cates that the material in front of the HII region is moving towards
us slower than the systemic velocity of the natal clump. This infall
motion of material suggests that the clump is still undergoing grav-
itational collapse. By assuming that the material surrounding the
central object is a shell with an average density of 92.5 M pc−3
( MassAT LASGALVolumeAT LASGAL ), we have calculated the infall rate for this particu-
lar source to be 9.6× 10−3 M yr−1. Wyrowski et al. (2015) ob-
served nine massive molecular clumps to search for infall signa-
tures. The mean infall rate was found to be 6.33× 10−3 M yr−1
with a standard deviation of 5.95×10−3 M yr−1. The value found
for G328.8074+00.6324 is similar to this distribution.
We can investigate the stability of the clump using the virial
parameter, which is the ratio of virial mass (the mass that can be
supported by the internal energy of the clump) and the actual mass
of the clump. This is defined as:
α =
Mvir
Mclump
, (8)
where
(
Mvir
M
)
= 161
(
R
pc
)(
∆v
kms−1
)2
(9)
where R is the radius of the clump and ∆v is the line-width (Paper
I).
An isothermal sphere in hydrostatic equilibrium, supported by
equipartition of thermal and magnetic energy, has a critical value of
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Figure 15. Examples maps showing field G345.5043+00.3480. Methanol and H2O masers have been included in the three-colour GLIMPSE image in with
green and blue filled circles respectively, otherwise each panel presented is the same as Figure 12.
αcr = 2 (Kauffmann et al. 2013). Clumps with a value above this are
subcritical and will undergo expansion if not pressure-confined by
their local environments. Clumps with values below αcr are super-
critical; they are gravitationally unstable, and should be in a state of
free-fall unless supported by strong magnetic fields. This particular
region has a virial parameter of α = 2.04, placing it in the sub-
critical regime. The error in this value for α is dominated by the
ATLASGAL clump mass uncertainty, which is ∼20% (Urquhart
et al. 2018). The virial mass also depends on the source distance to
calculate the spatial radius of the clump; the error in this distance is
∼17%, obtained from the Reid et al. (2016) model. The difference
between α and αcr is relatively small and due to the large errors as-
sociated with the virial parameter, the clump could either be sub or
supercritical. As the region shows signs of global infall, this poten-
tially means that the central object is beginning to stabilise the inner
section of the clump, but the outer layers are undergoing collapse.
6.4.3 G345.5043+00.3480
Figure 15 presents 4 panels similar to the previous two examples.
This source is classified as early star forming, and contains a single
MYSO (G345.5043+00.3480), offset by less than one arcsecond
(one pixel) from the centre of the NH3 emission. Line-width and
temperature maps have similar distributions, with the maxima lo-
cated towards the centroid of the clump, with ranges of ∼15-35 K
and ∼1.2-5.6 km s−1, respectively.
One NH3 clump has been detected through FellWalker, and
although another two sources have been detected in the observa-
tions, both are smaller than the beam size. The lack of ATLASGAL
emission from around these two smaller sources suggests that these
are therefore likely to be image artifacts (see Section 3.1). However,
while there is no dust emission in this region beyond the main de-
tected clump toward the centre of the field, the NH3 emission to
the north west of the main clump is coincident with an H2O maser
which can be seen in upper left panel of Fig. 15 and so this source
may in fact be a genuine detection.
The GLIMPSE image reveals a large, evolved HII region that
lies to the southwest of the main portion of gas emission (see up-
per left panel of Figure 15). This HII region has been identified
as IRAS 15520-5234 (Walsh et al. 1998; Garay et al. 2006) and is
a known radio source. The shape of the clump would imply that
the HII region has compressed the dense gas, and subsequently a
new star-forming region has been formed on the edge of the region,
suggesting an instance of triggered star formation.
This region has the expected temperature and FWHM line-
width peaks toward the embedded MYSO, and there is also a very
small velocity difference across the central clump, with the smaller
source to the north-west having a lower velocity. There appears to
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be no overlapping infrared or radio emission between these two
clumps, although all of the emission appears to be coincident with
the edge of the evolved HII region and has similar velocities, and
so is likely to be associated.
6.5 Triggered Star Formation
Elmegreen (1992) proposed a model of triggered star formation,
wherein an ionization shock front produced by the expansion of
HII regions created by one group of massive stars provides the ex-
ternal pressure to compress adjacent material in a molecular clouds,
thereby inducing subsequent generations of massive stars to form.
This mechanism is thought to play a significant role in the evolution
of massive star forming regions (e.g. Thompson et al. 2012).
As discussed previously, methanol masers are located at the
sites of high-mass star formation, while H2O masers are sensitive
to shocked material. By using maser positions and the likely pres-
ence of an HII region (which can be inferred through the morphol-
ogy of extended 8 µm emission), multiple regions presented in this
study are consistent with triggered star formation. As HII regions
expand into nearby molecular material, they begin to compresses
this matter which could form future generations of high-mass stars.
The incorporated maser emission data helps to refine this picture as
both methanol and water maser emission is known to be coincident
with star formation.
Figure 16 presents three regions which appear to contain ex-
amples of triggered star formation at different stages. The top panel
of Figure 16 shows a relatively early and compact HII region to the
north-west of the NH3 emission. It can be seen that two methanol
masers are present within the dense material traced by the NH3 in
different locations, implying two protostellar cores are embedded
within the environment. This is potentially due to the influence of
the nearby HII region which suggests that this material is undergo-
ing shocks. The middle panel of Figure 16 presents the same effect
more conclusively. The HII region towards the south is clearly hav-
ing an impact on the dense material and is dispersing its environ-
ment, indicated by the appearance of multiple NH3 clumps on the
edges of the radiation. The central clump also has a string of H2O
masers along this boundary, which suggests that this material is
undergoing shock. Two methanol masers are located behind these
H2O masers, again implying the presence of high-mass protostellar
cores, which are likely to have formed due to the compression of
gas as the HII region expands towards it. The lower panel of Fig-
ure 16 presents a more diffuse HII region in the south-west which
seems to be in a later evolutionary stage. A MYSO has already
formed within the gas and dust emission, which has been subjected
to the effects of the nearby HII region. This MYSO is associated
with two methanol masers and 10 H2O masers.
These three regions show the effect that HII regions have on
their local environment and the likelihood that they can cause trig-
gered star formation and produce future generations of stars. The
use of the classification system presented in this paper creates a
difficulty in assigning these types of regions, as they display both
qualities of ESF and LSF fields. While HII regions are present and
are impacting on their local environment, the presence of a large
number of maser detections implies protostellar objects in an ini-
tial stage of formation.
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Figure 16. Three GLIMPSE 8 µm images presenting regions of possible
triggered star formation. Each panel presents an 8 µm image overlaid with
NH3 and ATLASGAL emission contours in yellow and red respectively.
The contours levels are equivalent to those in Figure 1. MYSOs and HII re-
gions identified by the RMS survey are show with magenta and cyan crosses
respectively. Methanol and water maser positions are marked with green
and blue filled circles respectively.
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7 CONCLUSIONS
We have mapped 34 fields using the NH3 (1,1) and (2,2) inver-
sion transitions. We have used the FellWalker algorithm with
a threshold value of 3σ to identify 44 clumps distributed among
these regions. No statistical differences are found between clumps
classified as early star-forming or late star-forming when using a
two sample KS-test. The early star formation (ESF) star forming
clumps do generally exhibit elevated temperatures, while the late
star formation (LSF) counterparts have larger line-widths. Most
ESF clumps have been previously identified by as MYSOs while
the majority of LSF clumps are associated with HII regions. Phys-
ical parameters have been extracted from complementary surveys
such as ATLASGAL and GLIMPSE legacy surveys. Masses for the
fields range between a few hundred to over 10,000 M and lumi-
nosities range between ∼103 to ∼106 L.
We have used these data to construct a rudimentary evolu-
tionary sequence of proposed massive star formation based on the
morphology of their associated high density gas. ESF fields gen-
erally have RMS objects which are found towards the centre of
centrally condensed coherent clumps, while the embedded objects
within LSF regions are not coincident with dense gas but are gen-
erally found to be surrounded by multiple fragments. The higher
level of fragmentation seen towards the LSF clumps is consistent
with an expectation of association with more evolved and more lu-
minous HII regions that are disrupting and “burning out from” their
natal clumps. The clump-averaged physical properties of these two
samples are not statistically different from each other (mass, lumi-
nosity, temperatures and line-widths), although the structure of the
dense gas is very different, which may indicate that the formation
of the HII region has a much more significant impact on the overall
structure of natal clump than on its physical properties.
We find that 31 methanol masers associated with 34 fields and
52 water masers are associated 21 fields. The majority of both types
of masers are found towards ESF fields. The detection rate for water
masers for the ESF and LSF field are 89 per cent and 25 per cent
respectively, with a similar average number of spots detected in
both ESF and LSF fields. The detection rates for methanol masers
are 72 and 44 per cent for the ESF and LSF fields, respectively. The
reason for the significantly lower detection rates towards the LSF
clumps is likely to be linked to the disruption of natal clumps by
the expansion of the HII regions.
Triggered star formation appears to be present in three of the
observed regions. The 8 µm images of these sources all show the
presence of nearby HII regions that show evidence of affecting the
dense gas as traced by NH3 emission seen towards these sources. A
large number of methanol and water masers are found to be coinci-
dent with these regions revealing that these nearby HII regions are
not only having a significant impact on their local environments but
are also appears to be having an a direct influence star formation in
the surrounding dense gas.
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